
Fig 2 - Management of intercostal drains
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Explanatory notes

1 Chest x ray
If the underwater seal is always kept below the

level of the chest, clamping is unnecessary and
potentially dangerous. As far as possible, an x ray
film should be taken in the department, rather than
on the ward with a portable machine; an expiration
film is unnecessary.

2 Removal ofchest drain
Bubbling should have stopped for at least 24

hours.
Since some patients find tube removal unpleasant,

consider premedication as above. After removing
the suture that holds the drain in place, withdraw
the tube while the patient holds his or her breath in
full inspiration. Use the two remaining sutures to
seal the wound.

3 Check chest drain
If the lung has not reinflated but there is no

bubbling in the underwater bottle, then the tube is
blocked or kinked-this can be corrected; or else
the tube has become displaced-a replacement
must be inserted through a clean incision.

4 Follow up
Arrange for a chest clinic appointment in 7-10

days. The patient must be given a discharge letter
and told to attend again immediately in the event
of noticeable deterioration. Air travel should be
avoided until changes seen on radiographs have
resolved.

5 Respiratory physician's opinion
Should advice from a specialist be required,

transfer of continuing care is advisable. Important
considerations in management are:
* assessing why re-expansion has not been
achieved (for example, air leaking around the drain
site, tube displaced or blocked, large persistent
leak);
* the use of suction to re-expand the lung (this can
be lengthy, requires appropriate equipment and
pressure settings, influences how and where con-
firmatory radiographs are taken, and involves care
from experienced nursing staff);
* whether early thoracic surgery would be
appropriate (for example, failure of conservative
measures, need to prevent recurrence);
* consideration of chemical pleurodesis in certain
cases;
* management of surgical emphysema.

The diagrams and explanatory notes are designed to
be incorporated into handbooks for medical units, and
can be abbreviated (fig 1 plus notes 1-5) for display in
casualty departments.

Comment
Many junior doctors, both in the casualty department

and on medical teams, are becoming familiar with the
technique of simple aspiration, which is quick to leam
and easy to perform. Simple aspiration rather than an
intercostal tube as the initial drainage procedure is
greatly preferred by patients. As simple aspiration

becomes more widely used, fewer intercostal tube
drains will be necessary; in patients who require
them, rapid re-expansion will be the exception. Early
specialist advice is therefore likely to be needed for
most intubated patients.
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Corrections

Why have child pedestrian death rates fallen?
We regret that in figure 1 of this article by Ian Roberts (26
June, pp 1737-9) the labelling of symbols for traffic volume
and fatality rate were inadvertently transposed. In fact, the
closed symbols represented fatality rate and the open symbols
traffic volume. Also, in the last paragraph of the introduction
on p 1737 and in the first paragraph on p 1738 "children aged
0 4 years" should read "children aged 0-4 years."

How can we best prolong life? Benefits ofcoronary risk
factor reduction in non-diabetic and diabetic subjects
A typesetting error occurred in the earlier correction (26 June,
p 1739) to this paper byJohn S Yudkin; the error occurred at some
stage after the pages had been passed for publication by the
editorial staff. The correction should have read: A typesetting
error occurred in table IV of this paper by John S Yudkin
(15 May, pp 1313-8). In the bottom line of the table (lowering
systolic blood pressure - 142 mmHg) the entry in the second
column of figures is wrong: it should read 0-83 (-0 07 to 1-79),
not 9 83 (-0 07 to 1-79).
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